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HOW WE GOT OUR BIBLE. 
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THE TRAIL OF '98
By ROBERT W. SERVICE

“ Songs of a Sourdough " and " Ballads of a Cheechako." 
Cloth, with unique cover design, $1 25. •

EPIC IN ITS GRANDEUR 
gination and Wonderful Descriptive Powers 

of the Author.
Service shows in this volume that he can write

Author of
follows. The 

es in the 10th
goes before and 
the Hebrew Bibl HOMERIC IN ITS STRENGTH 

Reveals the Marvellous lira
error here, for

epoch making novel. 
It is a story throbbing in its intensity, and replete with vigorous, manful 
life. There is a magic in his use of words. His sentences are surcharged 
with words of fire and blood and passion. Service knows the Northland.

ght ils spirit. He has written of a country 
tight, and die for gold. Like his poems, the story grips like a
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A Great Canadian Book

THE FRONTIERSMAN
written for
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By H. A. CODY, M.A.
Cloth, $1.25.

This ltook, although only issued a few weeks, is already in its fourth 
ion, and is becoming more popular every day.
Bishop Stringer, of the Yukon Diocese, says : “It is intensely interest 

ing. I do not think I ever enjoyed a book so much."
“‘The Frontiersman ’ should have a large sale. Its story element is 

powerful, and its moral purpose unexceptional. ’ Vancouver Dnili/ Province.
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By NELLIE L. McCLUNG
Author of “ Sowing Seeds in Danny." Price, $1.25.

Danny ! Who does not know Danny, now one of the best known char
acter» in fiction ? Danny reappears in “The Second Chance ’’ and so does 
the inimitable Pearlie, only more lovable than ever. She and Danny 
compel a smile every few minutes. For real, solid, satisfactory enjoyment, 
you cannot lieat Nellie L. McClung’s books.
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